In the original article, the reference for the in-text citation "(see Sanchez-lopez and Hancock, 2019)" was incorrectly written as "Sanchez-lopez, I., and Hancock, P. A. (2019). Diminished cognitive capacities in an ever hotter world: evidence from an applicable power-law description. *Hum. Factors*. doi: [10.1177/0018720818816436](https://doi.org/10.1177/0018720818816436). \[Epub ahead of print\]." It should be "López-Sánchez, I., and Hancock, P. A. (2019). Diminished cognitive capacities in an ever hotter world: evidence from an applicable power-law description. *Hum. Factors*. doi: [10.1177/0018720818816436](https://doi.org/10.1177/0018720818816436). \[Epub ahead of print\]".

A correction has been made and the in-text citation should read "(see López-Sánchez and Hancock, [@B1])".

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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